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Abstract

The long-term objective of tomato breeders is to identify metabolites that contribute to defining the target flavour

and to design strategies to enhance it. This paper reports the results of network analysis, based on metabolic

phenotypic and sensory data, to highlight important relationships among such traits. This tool allowed a reduction in

data set complexity, building a network consisting of 35 nodes and 74 links corresponding to the 74 significant

(positive or negative) correlations among the variables studied. A number of links among traits contributing to fruit

organoleptic quality and to the perception of sensory attributes were identified. Modular partitioning of the

characteristics involved in fruit organoleptic perception captured the essential fruit parameters that regulate

interactions among different class traits. The main feature of the network was the presence of three nodes
interconnected among themselves (dry matter, pH, and �Brix) and with other traits, and nodes with widely different

linkage degrees. Identification of strong associations between some metabolic and sensory traits, such as citric

acid with tomato smell, glycine with tomato smell, and granulosity with dry matter, suggests a basis for more

targeted investigations in the future.
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Introduction

Flavour is a very complex trait that is affected by many

genetic components and non-genetic factors, not all of
which are known or well understood (Baldwin et al., 2000;

Tandon et al., 2003; Goff and Klee, 2006). A complex

mixture of sugars, acids, amino acids, minerals, and volatile

compounds contributes to the characteristic flavour of fresh

tomato fruits (Stevens et al., 1977; Petrò-Turza, 1987;

Baldwin et al., 1991a, b, Buttery, 1993). The concentrations

of these molecules may significantly affect flavour accept-

ability (Malundo et al., 1995).
Recent scientific discoveries regarding tomato fruit flavour

components (Saliba-Colombani et al., 2001; Fulton et al.,

2002; Chaib et al., 2007) have encouraged efforts to improve

this trait genetically. Quantitative trait locus (QTL) studies in

tomato have found that that few chromosome regions

control the variation of sensory and biochemical traits

(Causse et al., 2002). Tieman et al. (2006) identified a number
of QTLs that reproducibly alter the composition of volatiles

and chemicals that contribute to overall fruit flavour, whilst

Chaib et al. (2007) identified several tomato fruit parameters

associated with sensory texture attributes useful to improve

knowledge of their genetic control. Several recent studies

have developed mathematical relationships between sensory

descriptors and instrumental measures of fresh tomato

flavour (Baldwin et al., 1998; Krumbein and Auerswald,
1998; Auerswald et al., 1999; Gajc-Wolska et al., 2000;

Krumbein et al., 2000; Maul et al., 2000; Tandon et al., 2003)

to provide reliable analytical tools.

Technological developments have considerably extended

our ability to describe complex biological systems;
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high-throughput methods now allow the simultaneous

analysis of several metabolites. The development of high-

throughput data collection techniques helps to determine

how and when these molecules interact with each other. In

the global growth of ‘omic’ strategies in plants, high-

throughput metabolite screening techniques will generate

large volumes of analytical data that can be added to the

rapidly expanding collections of gene sequence, phenotypic,
and gene expression data. The use of global data rather

than single trait analysis can be an effective way to visualize

complex phenomena in a single experiment. After all,

biological functions can rarely be attributed to an individual

molecule.

Network analysis has proved to be a powerful tool to

distil data into meaningful information. Biological networks

give a visual representation of biological systems, capturing
their essential characteristics and interactions. Many sys-

tems of current interest to the scientific community can be

usefully represented as networks (Kauffman, 1969; Barabási

and Oltvai, 2004; Schauer et al., 2006). In the network, the

traits are represented by nodes that are connected by links,

with each link representing the interactions between two

components.

In this work, tomato metabolite profiling was performed
on eight different genotypes in parallel with plant pheno-

type characterization and fruit sensory analysis in order to

investigate the simultaneous expression of fruit traits. To

identify relationships among tomato metabolites, sensory

profile analysis, and agronomic features, a biological net-

work was constructed. Various types of interactions, in-

cluding amino acid networks, phenotypic and metabolic

associations with sensory attributes, and links among
metabolites of organoleptic importance, were revealed and

essential relationships visualized. In this way, it was possible

to reduce data complexity by focusing on key information

of the full data set.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth

The eight indeterminate tomato genotypes utilized in this

work were as follows: six traditional tomato landraces (100

Sch, Ves 2001, Sor Art, Sor Adg, Sm Sch, and Sm Sel 6),
one fresh market variety (MONEY MAKER), and one

processing variety (E6203). These genotypes were grown in

randomized, replicated plots in two different sites in

southern Italy (Sorrento and Sarno) during the summer of

2005. Young seedlings (;1 month old) were planted at the

end of April in a randomized complete block design with

two replications. Plants were grown under the standard

tomato field procedures used for the area. Ripe fruits from
all plants for each line were harvested three times, and fruit

yield (g per plant), number of fruits, and morphological

traits (fruit polar and equatorial diameters) recorded for

single plants. At the three different harvesting times,

a sample for each replicate (10 plants) of 2–6 kg was

obtained by pooling fruits belonging to each genotype.

Random pieces of fruits were used to conduct sensory

evaluation. Furthermore, the fruits were homogenized,

divided into aliquots, and stored at –20 �C to determine

chemical and biochemical parameters.

Chemicals

All solvents used for HPLC analysis were purchased from

Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). The malic and fumaric acid

standards were from ICN Biomedical Inc., ascorbic acid

and citric acid were from Sigma (CA, St Louis, MO, USA),
and the amino acids were supplied by Bachem (Switzer-

land).

Physical and chemical analysis

In order to perform physical, chemical, and biochemical

analyses, a homogenized mix of fruits of the three field

harvests of each genotype was obtained. The following

parameters were determined on all samples in duplicate: pH

at 20 �C (HI 9017 Microprocessor pHmeter, Hanna Instru-

ments), colour (L, a, b), refractive index at 20 �C (�Brix),
total solids, total acidity, chloride ions, ash, organic acids,

and amino acids.
The colour parameters ‘a’, (green-to-red coordinate) ‘b’

(blue-to-yellow coordinate), and ‘L’ (lightness) were de-

termined for the various samples with a Hunter Lab D25 A

Optical Sensor-Reston (Virginia, USA). The soluble solid

concentration in the fruit was estimated by evaluating the

degree of Brix, which was determined on the homogenate

by an RFM330 Refractometer (Bellingham Stanley Ltd,

UK). Total solids (dry matter content) were estimated by
drying 5 g of fresh fruit in an oven (Ehret) set at 70 �C until

constant weight was reached. Results were expressed as

percentages of fresh weight. Total acidity and chloride ions

were analysed with a Crison TT2050 pH-meter. Ash content

was calculated from the weight of the sample after burning

at a temperature of 105 �C overnight (Clarke and Walker,

1975).

Organic acids

The organic acids (malic, citric, ascorbic, and fumaric) were

determined by HPLC analysis. Briefly 0.1 g of lyophilized

sample was added to 5 ml of 0.008 N H2SO4/H2O, agitated
for 1 min, and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 min at 4 �C.
Aliquots of 2 ml of the supernatant were collected and

centrifuged at 12 000 rpm for 2 min at 4 �C. An aliquot of

the extract was used for analysis by HPLC configured with

LC-10AD pumps, an SLC10A system control, a diode array

UV-VIS detector (Shimadzu, Japan), and a Synergy Hydro

column (4 lm, 250 mm34.6 mm; Phenomenex). The or-

ganic acids were eluted with 0.008 N H2SO4/H2O at 1.0 ml
min�1 under isocratic conditions at 210 nm for malic, citric,

and fumaric acids, and at 245 nm for ascorbic acid.

Extraction was repeated twice for each sample. The data

obtained were expressed as milligrams of organic acids per

100 g of fresh matter.
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Amino acids

In order to evaluate the amino acid content, 25 g of freeze-

dried tomato samples were dissolved in 15 ml of deionized

water and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 15 min. The

supernatant was filtered and centrifuged using a Centricon

YM-3 (Millipore, USA). A 500 ll aliquot of filtrated sample

was dried and dissolved in 500 ll of borate buffer (0.1 M,
pH 10.4). The solution was mixed with Fmoc reagent

(500 ll, 5.8 mM in acetone) (Gartenmann and Kochlar,

1999). The mixture was extracted twice with 2 ml of hexane/

ethyl acetate (80:20). The aqueous phase containing the

Fmoc derivatives was analysed by RP-HPLC interfaced

with an ESI-MS (electrospray ionization–mass spectrome-

ter; API-100 Sciex, Canada), using the following conditions

for HPLC and MS.

HPLC: Liquid chromatography (LC) analyses were per-

formed using two series 200 micro pumps (Perkin Elmer;

Canada). A 25034.6 mm Luna 5 lm C18 column (Phenom-

enex, USA) was used. Eluents were water+0.05% trifluoro-

acetic acid (TFA; solvent A) and acetonitrile+0.05% TFA

(solvent B). The Fmoc derivatives were separated using the

following linear gradient: 30–50% B in 15 min, 50–100% B
in 20 min, and 5 min isocratic elution at 100% B. The LC

flow rate was set at 0.8 ml min�1 and after the split 50 ll
min�1 was sent to the mass spectrometer. The injection

volume was 50 ll.

MS: The analyses were performed using an API 100 single-

quadruple mass spectrometer equipped with an ESI source

in positive mode. The operating parameters were as follows:
capillary voltage 5000 V, orifice voltage 100 V. Acquisition

was performed in SIM (single ion monitoring) using a dwell

time of 300 ms.

Sensory analysis

Sensory analyses were performed by a trained panel of 10
judges. The panel worked in a sensory laboratory under

defined (temperature and light) conditions in single booths

with computer equipment.

For each genotype, 10 different attributes were revealed:

one related to appearance (redness), one to smell (tomato

smell), three to taste (sweetness, saltiness, and sourness), one

to flavour (tomato flavour), and four to texture (hardness,

juiciness, granulosity, and skin resistance). Determination of
the intensity of sensory perception by the trained panel was

carried out twice for each type of product with the use of

unstructured line scales with the anchor points 0—not

perceptible, and 100—strongly perceptible.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using the R statistical

software (R Development Core Team, 2008). Statistical

analysis was divided into two steps: first the presence of

significant variation among varieties (genotypes) of the 37

variables was verified, and then insight was gained into their

possible inter-relationships through visualization of a net-

work structure. A complex descriptive technique, previously

used in the literature, which gives an immediate graphical

display of the underlying complex relationships was

employed (Ursem et al., 2008). Other multivariate techni-

ques (principal component analysis and multidimensional

scaling) were also implemented. The results were not so

easily interpretable, although in some way they confirmed
some of the findings reported with the social network, and it

was therefore decided not to report them.

In order to ascertain the effect of genotypes and location,

a two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) model was

applied using a significance level of P <0.01 and P <0.001.

In order to reduce the effect of confounding factors, such as

location and genotype, variables with a significant effect of

P <0.001 were discarded for subsequent analysis.
Pearson’s correlations between all trait pairs were calcu-

lated and the significance of their associations was tested

with a t-test at a significance level of 0.05. Relying on

a correlation matrix, a social network (Wasserman and

Faust, 1994) was set up using scripts kindly provided by

Dr Dani Zamir (Hebrew University of Jerusalem). The

network was then constructed from the correlation matrix

resulting from 35 variables measured in eight tomato
genotypes harvested in two locations, considered as a ho-

mogenous sample (a sample for which we can assume that

each measurements is a random sample from a unique

distribution).

In the network structure, vertices correspond to a trait

and links between two vertices correspond to significant

correlations between these two traits. Two nodes were

connected by a link if the correlation (positive or negative)
between the components was significant at level a¼0.05.

This network was then used as input for a cartographic

algorithm (Guimerà and Nunes Amaral, 2005), which

allows the network to be divided into modules or groups of

vertices that are more connected between themselves than to

nodes of other modules. To test the robustness of the

method, the procedure was repeated 100 times using

different starting points. The modularity of the network,
defined as a quantity which becomes larger with an increase

in the number of edges in a cluster and with a decrease in

the number of edges between two different clusters, has

been computed according to the following formula:

+
Nm

s¼1

"
ls

L
�
�
ds

2K

�2
#

where Nm is the number of modules in the network, L the

number of internal and external connections in the network,

ds the number of external connections of module s, and ls
the number of internal connections between modules.

Results

To assess relationships which exist among characteristics

involved in tomato fruit organoleptic quality, 37 agronomic,
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biochemical, and sensory parameters were measured in eight

different genotypes (six traditional tomato landraces, one

fresh market variety, and one processing variety) harvested in

two different locations. As initial data exploration, the extent

of trait variation among genotypes was analysed by ANOVA

(Supplementary Table S1 available at JXB online). The

effects of both the genotype and the location on each

variable were investigated.
For each genotype, Table 1 reports the average value and

the standard deviation of all traits measured in the two

fields. Significant variations among varieties were found for

fruit polar diameter (P <0.001), dry matter (P <0.01),

aspartate content (P <0.001), and ascorbic acid content

(P <0.01), while between fields significant differences were

found for asparagine and fumaric acid content (P <0.01).

With regards to the sensory attributes, the only significant

differences among genotypes detected by the panel were

those related to juiciness (P <0.01) and skin resistance

(P <0.01) for genotypes, and to flavour (P <0.01) for

location.

In order to perform network analysis, the variables
(aspartate and polar diameter) for which large significant

effects (P <0.001) of genotypes and location were detected

by ANOVA were discarded. It was thus possible to reduce

the effects of confounding factors that could produce bias in

network data elaboration.

Table 1. Evaluation of agronomic, physicochemical, biochemical, and sensory traits of tomato fruits in eight tomato varieties harvested

in two different fields

Traits that are significantly different (P <0.001) are in bold.

Item Trait Genotypes

SM Sch Ves 2001 Sel 6 Sor Adg M. M. E6203 Sor Art 100 Sch

Agronomic traits Total yield (g per plant) 11546589a 208061717 7736635 3516216 18306991 10046153 596671.2 19036761

Fruits (n) 37.7626.1 142644.6 17.8610.2 2.9062.96 42.6622.0 20.062.26 4.5060.92 85.1622.7

Equatorial diameter (cm) 3.6660.00 3.2760.24 3.4960.18 7.5360.51 4.8060.45 4.7060.14 4.1764.99 3.4060.11

Polar diameter (cm) 6.0660.34 4.2660.14 7.3761.79 7.1060.09 4.5360.41 5.1460.68 6.7960.65 5.0360.01

Physicochemical traits Colour ‘L’ 30.466.47 41.568.55 36.765.67 39.1610.8 50.561.37 33.161.57 39.864.76 41.562.19

Colour ‘a’ 28.463.56 26.762.37 28.562.40 23.568.75 18.163.60 28.764.63 25.468.55 24.462.57

Colour ‘b’ 9.7161.86 13.560.84 10.961.06 7.9263.47 11.462.79 11.762.88 11.660.62 12.763.55

pH 4.2160.22 4.0760.07 4.1860.16 4.5460.08 4.3660.34 4.1060.22 4.0760.09 4.1460.10

Acidity (%) 0.4060.02 0.4460.09 0.4560.15 0.3360.00 0.4560.15 0.4860.15 0.3760.30 0.3660.06

Chloride ions (%) 0.0460.01 0.0460.00 0.0360.01 0.0260.02 0.0360.01 0.0760.02 0.0360.03 0.0360.00

�Brix 5.0560.77 5.6560.91 5.6061.69 4.5560.21 4.5560.21 4.9561.20 4.8060.00 4.8060.70

Dry matter (%) 5.7960.58 8.3460.55 6.1560.88 3.7060.98 4.4560.07 5.6961.54 6.1260.34 6.3461.76

Ash (%) 0.4960.05 0.4660.05 0.4560.10 0.4560.19 0.4560.05 0.5660.27 0.4660.02 0.4460.12

Biochemical traits Malic acid (mg 100g�1 FWb) 71.8644.6 127643.6 71.062.82 67.4627.5 122614.2 78.5653.9 76.068.62 124611.2

Citric acid (mg 100 g�1 FW) 315650.6 337685.0 4246139 198677.1 209612.4 2866154 3966132 279663.0

Ascorbic acid (mg 100 g�1 FW) 5.1663.04 7.0060.05 0.0460.06 0.0060.00 1.4762.08 1.8362.60 0.0060.00 1.2261.72

Fumaric acid (mg 100 g�1 FW) 0.0560.07 0.2760.15 0.2060.14 0.3860.38 0.2460.10 0.2060.28 0.3660.34 0.2760.12

His (mg 100 g�1 FW) 20,6612,0 17.467.91 25.369.61 21.6610.6 16.367.84 18.6614.1 10.163.81 9.8566.29

Lys (mg 100 g�1 FW) 31.5610.8 26.161.97 33.662.82 29.665.44 16.364.59 28.363.11 20.6617.8 20.5611.6

Arg (mg 100 g�1 FW) 53.2627.2 48.363.18 48.560.98 68.1646.8 28.267.49 51.461.97 27.1623.7 32.1614.4

Gln (mg 100 g�1 FW) 208682.1 126660.5 219628.6 175690.2 109618.2 232689.1 1836112 164693.2

Ser (mg 100 g�1 FW) 54.7613.2 47.761.76 58.6613.5 47.3611.1 34.169.97 49.563.53 44.3632.6 42.3629.6

Asp (mg 100 g�1 FW) 122639.9 118678.9 10665.51 1376105 52.3622.0 115674.5 144692.4 80.4636.4

Glu (mg 100 g�1 FW) 62.8682.5 140667.4 76.9615.8 93.4619.7 69.260.98 127685.6 88.661.62 63.4652.7

Asp (mg 100 g�1 FW) 24.263.74 20.568.41 18.365.79 22.160.84 8.7563.74 27.260.98 23.560.77 121629.1

Thr (mg 100 g�1 FW) 34.662.26 45.763.11 36.764.38 34.2610.4 23.264.80 41.962.75 20.8619.9 31.6618.1

Gly (mg 100 g�1 FW) 21.560.91 20.8612.5 18.460.16 17.762.82 9.45613.3 10.161.06 10.1614.3 20.460.98

Sensory traits Redness 45.0626.8 61.563.53 53.564.94 43.567.77 68.067.07 60.560.70 47.5627.5 53.567.77

Tomato smell 40.064.24 44.563.53 42.560.70 40.062.82 51.065.65 40.560.70 37.067.07 47.061.41

Sweetnees 25.562.12 37.566.36 31.062.82 28.562.12 28.068.48 23.068.48 33.564.50 35.064.50

Saltiness 23.061.41 24.060.00 25.064.24 27.062.82 27.562.12 28.563.53 22.564.95 24.062.82

Sourness 27.563.53 20.560.70 30.062.82 32.566.36 29.569.19 29.064.25 21.563.54 29.562.12

Flavour 35.562.12 41.065.65 41.067.07 38.5610.6 40.069.89 38.562.12 38.065.65 36.564.94

Hardness 32.569.19 30.062.82 38.061.41 34.061.41 36.566.36 32.067.07 29.062.82 34.563.53

Juiciness 35.064.24 46.064.24 40.562.12 42.060.00 46.5624.7 45.0611.3 39.5614.8 44.563.53

Granulosity 35.562.12 30.065.65 39.565.65 35.5614.8 27.061.41 29.065.65 25.560.70 30.062.82

Skin resistance 49.062.82 55.062.82 51.564.94 39.560.70 58.560.70 52.065.65 33.564.94 51.560.70

a Values are presented as mean 6SD for two different locations; single field values are derived from two independent determinations.
b Fresh weight.
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Single homogeneous samples were built up using all

measurements available for the remaining 35 variables and

employed for network analysis. Figure 1 showed the

variation identified in homogeneous samples obtained for

sensory attributes.

Correlation analysis among the 35 variables resulted in

a matrix containing 1225 correlations with a minimum

of –0.857 and a maximum of 0.924. On the basis of this

matrix, a biological network was constructed where each trait

is represented as a node possibly connected to any other node.

The network consists of 35 nodes and 74 links corresponding

to the 74 significant (positive or negative) correlations. Two

modules with a large number of internal links, two with few
connections inside and outside the module, and one module

with only three sensory characteristics were observed (Fig. 2).

In order to interpret the meaning of the information from the

biological network, knowledge of the role of each node is of

crucial importance. The network displayed three nodes

interconnected between themselves (dry matter, pH, and

�Brix) and with other traits, and nodes with widely different

degrees (scales) mainly inside the same module.
The first module comprised most amino acids and colour

components ‘L’ and ‘a’. This module has a higher value of

specific modularity (0.196). Indeed, the traits belonging to

this module were highly interconnected, while they showed

few links (only four) outside the module. As expected,

a strong negative correlation was obtained between the two

colour components, ‘a’ and ‘L’.

The second module included the amino acids glutamate
and asparagine, citric acid (the major acid present in tomato

fruits) and fumaric acid, physicochemical traits (acidity,

ash, chloride ions, and �Brix), and three sensory attributes:

tomato smell, juiciness, and overall aroma. This group has
Fig. 1. Box plots of the sensory data, showing variation within

a homogeneous sample.

Fig. 2. Map of the combined agronomic, metabolic, and sensory tomato trait network. Each trait (node) is represented by a circle and

coloured as follows: pink, physical parameter; orange, chemical parameter; sky blue, amino acids; mauve, organic acids; green-yellow,

sensory attributes; and yellow, agronomic traits. Interactions are indicated with lines: red represents positive correlations; blue represents

negative correlations.
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the second highest value of modularity (0.155). The

strongest negative correlation was found between flavour

and both acidity and chloride ion content, while the

strongest positive correlation was shown between acidity

and chloride ions. Tomato smell was affected by �Brix,
acidity, and citric acid, while juiciness was positively

correlated with glutamate content. Interestingly, the three

sensory parameters that were grouped in this module are
interconnected, while the other biochemical traits chiefly

showed links with nodes belonging to other modules.

The third module has a lower modularity (0.116) since the

nodes showed few connections among internal and external

traits. The traits belonging to this module were quite

heterogeneous: the three agronomic traits (fruit yield,

equatorial diameter, and fruit number per plant), ascorbic

acid, the ‘b’ colour component, pH, and dry matter, and
parameters evaluated through the panel test such as

hardness and granulosity. Dry matter showed the highest

number of connections with the other nodes inside (five)

and outside (three) the module. The highest positive

correlation was found between fruit yield (g per plant) and

fruit number per plant. The agronomic traits did not seem

to influence sensory parameters directly, with the exception

of skin resistance.
The last two modules each grouped only three character-

istics. The first included the high interconnecting traits: malic

acid, skin resistance, and redness, showing a modularity of

0.036. Skin resistance showed two links with equatorial

diameter and tomato smell outside the module. The second

included only three sensory attributes: sweetness, saltiness,

and sourness. It has the lowest specific modularity (0.025),

since it showed only two links inside the module and two
outside the module. Saltiness is connected with both

sweetness and sourness. No major connections of these

sensory attributes with other traits were identified, except for

sweetness with juiciness and dry matter.

Discussion

Assessing traits that contribute to define the target flavour

and designing strategies to improve it is a long-term

objective of tomato breeding programmes. In order to

identify key relationships among tomato metabolites, sen-

sory profile analysis, and agronomic features, a biological
network was constructed. The graphic representation of this

network revealed various types of interactions useful to

visualize essential relationships among fruit traits.

As previously reported, amino acids were strongly inter-

correlated: in the network they all (with the exception of

glutamate and asparagine) belong to the same module and

show many intercorrelations. The high interconnectivity of

the amino acids comes as no surprise given the exquisite
multilevel regulation mechanisms operating on their metabo-

lism. This result agreed with several studies which reported

that the network of amino acid metabolism is subject to

a high degree of metabolic regulation (Galili, 1995; Galili and

Hofgen, 2002). For instance, lysine and threonine, which

showed a high level of correlation, were both synthesized in

plants from aspartate by two different pathways.

This first module also included the two colour components

‘L’ and ‘a’, which showed a very strong negative correlation

(less than –0.85). In line with several other studies, the ‘a’

value showed a linear correlation with the ripening stages of

the tomatoes. The lightness factor ‘L’, on the other hand,

decreased during the first five ripening stages and then
remained constant (Arias et al., 2000; Raffo et al., 2002).

Given that amino acids clustered with colour components ‘a’

and ‘L’, similar co-regulation of amino acid synthesis during

the ripening stages could also be hypothesized. During the

whole ripening process, modification of amino acid metabo-

lism was also observed (Faurobert et al., 2007). Changes in

amino acid composition have been reported, influenced by

the enzyme degradation process related to tomato fruit shelf-
life (Boggio et al., 2000; Pratta et al., 2004).

Interestingly, the amino acid glutamate was included in

another module with five biochemical traits and three sensory

attributes. It is one of the predominant amino acids found in

tomato and can have an effect on overall tomato taste (Fuke

and Shimizu, 1993). Petrò-Turza and Teleky-Vamossy (1989)

showed that the addition of the amino acids glutamate and

aspartate to a model juice made of mineral salts, sugars, and
acids leads to a significant improvement in taste character-

istics. This finding should be taken into account in balancing

tomato fruit characteristics as amino acids are precursors of

important flavour volatiles (Tieman et al., 2006).

Looking at the other biochemical traits, dry matter

showed links with ascorbic acid and pH within the same

module and with �Brix and citric acid outside the module.

This evidence is not surprising as ;60% of tomato dry
matter consists of sugars and organic acids. The �Brix was

also linked positively to both citric acid and acidity.

Interestingly, the sensory attributes were distributed in

four modules, but none showed a high number of links. The

construction of this network suggests that while there are

clearly interconnections among specific sensory traits, few

strong relationships between sensory perception and specific

biochemical traits can be identified. In particular, sourness
and saltiness failed to correlate with any biochemical traits,

while sweetness showed connectivity only with dry matter

and ascorbic acid, but not with �Brix.
Previous studies reporting correlations between sensory

and physicochemical and biochemical traits indicated that

these were loose except for some expected correlations such

as sweetness with sugar content (Baldwin et al., 1998;

Causse et al., 2002), and sourness with titratable acidity
(Stevens et al., 1977, 1979; Causse et al., 2004) and pH

(Tandon et al., 2003). A high degree of connectivity between

the mentioned traits and sensory attributes was not found

in the present study. It could be hypothesized that

regulatory factors, responsible for balancing several classes

of metabolites, act on different circuits determining the

perception of tomato flavour. Besides, it is known that some

compounds have a threshold effect which might be difficult
to detect and that organoleptic perception results from the

overall interaction among fruit components in the mouth.
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The present data suggest that to gain a more comprehen-

sive understanding of tomato flavour components it is

important to assess functional interactions in the fruit as

a whole. For instance, agronomic traits evaluated in this

study did not show many connections, but tight positive

connections between total yield and fruit number with dry

matter were displayed. Schauer et al. (2006) reported that

plants with a lower harvest index have a high �Brix value.
They suggest that large numbers of metabolite traits are

controlled by source–sink partitioning. This implies that

targeted manipulation of the content of metabolites of

central pathways can also be influenced by the plant

translocation process.

The main feature of the network of tomato characteristics

was the presence of three nodes interconnected between

themselves (dry matter, pH, and �Brix) and with other traits,
and nodes with widely different degrees (scales) mainly inside

the same module. This finding confirms that such traits

represent key parameters for tomato fruit quality, and their

variance can influence variance in other traits. Given the

number of connections that each node establishes with other

traits, it should be pointed out that dry matter has both

a high total number of connections (eight) inside the module

(five) and a high number of connections (three) to nodes
external to the module to which it belongs. In contrast, all

other nodes, even those that are highly connected, are

predominantly linked to other nodes within the same module.

In-depth interpretation and understanding of the network

connections is not a trivial task, as many of the interactions

and many network features were previously unknown.

However, dry matter, pH, and �Brix were identified as

important drivers of fruit tomato quality components.
Moreover, few metabolic traits seem to have a direct

influence on important sensory traits, such as citric acid on

tomato smell, glutamic acid on juiciness, and dry matter on

granulosity. Use of mutants for these traits may lead to the

identification of metabolic pattern changes that alter

tomato fruit composition and the perception of sensory

attributes. Preliminary experiments conducted on tomato

mutants for citric acid showed 44 significant metabolite
variations (out of 53 assessed) between normal fruits and

mutants lacking citric acid (data not shown).

Sensory attributes contributing to organoleptic percep-

tion, such as sweetness, saltiness, and sourness for taste, and

hardness and granulosity for texture, are grouped together

in the different modules, with weak connectivity among

themselves and with other traits. This finding was somewhat

unexpected and should also be taken into account.
In conclusion, the modular partitioning of tomato charac-

teristics involved in fruit organoleptic perception captured

essential fruit parameters that interact with different class

traits. A number of interesting links were identified. These

links can be both positive and negative contributors to tomato

flavour and can have direct implications for crop improve-

ment strategies. This could be relevant when developing new

tomato varieties to be launched on the market for their
nutritional and organoleptic characteristics (Frusciante et al.,

2007). Further research is required to clarify the biological

significance of such observations. Only with a larger sample

size will it be possible to challenge the strength of the present

findings and improve the understanding of complex inter-

actions with inferential methods relying on a comprehensive

statistical model.

Supplementary data

Supplementary Table S1 reports the variance value, the F-

and P-values of agronomic, physicochemical, biochemical,

and sensory traits investigated, the minimum and maximum

values, the average value, and the standard deviation of all

genotypes considered as a homogeneous sample.
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